
 

SkyWest adds a new flight at 

LWS Lewiston-Nez Perce County Regional Airport  

 

Lewiston, ID – LWS is pleased to have commercial passenger traffic begin to rebound as Delta Connections carrier 

SkyWest adds a third flight to its daily schedule. Yesterday, August 3rd was the first day to see three non-stop flights 

depart from Lewiston, Idaho to Salt Lake City, Utah.  

The new schedule is as follows (the two new flights are highlighted): 

• Departs LWS @ 8:56am arrives SLC @ 11:20am 

• Departs SLC @ 12:30pm arrives LWS @ 1:00pm 

• Departs LWS @ 1:45pm arrives SLT @ 4:15pm 

• Departs SLC @ 3:40pm arrives LWS @ 4:10pm 

• Departs LWS @ 5:00pm arrives SLC @ 7:23pm 

• Departs SLC @ 8:20pm arrives LWS @ 8:41pm 

Delta customers and employees are required to wear a face mask, or appropriate cloth face covering over their nose and 

mouth throughout their travel. Both Skywest and LWS are proud of the on-time commercial airlines performance that 

they offer. To make space for safer travel, the following temporary changes will be implemented on Delta-operated 

flights through September 30, 2020:    

• Automatically blocking the seat next to you after your reservation is made. 

• Blocking middle seats in all cabins on all aircraft while providing the option to parties of three or more who are 

traveling together the ability to select a middle seat.   

• Reducing the total number of passengers in cabins to 60% in Main Cabin. 

• Modifying their boarding process to board by row, starting from the rear of the aircraft to the front. 

“We are pleased to have a new flight added to our commercial options. The airport board and staff are working hard to 
get more destinations to and from LWS just as soon as we possibly can. With the outbreak of COVID earlier this year, our 

plans have had to be put on hold because of so few travelers. We anticipate more and more travelers in the coming 

months choosing LWS and want to build our commercial options to include more destinations soon” said Airport Board 
Chairman Gary Peters.  

Direct flights from Salt Lake City connect you to and from Lewiston to anywhere in the world. 

About LWS:  Since its creation in 1944, the Lewiston-Nez Perce County Regional Airport has been instrumental in the 

growth and prosperity of the Lewis-Clark Valley. We are committed to providing our customers with superior services in 

a safe, secure and professional environment. For more information, please visit www.goLWS.com. Like us on Facebook 

at https://www.facebook.com/Lewiston-Regional-Airport-102050671529010/. 

### 

CONTACT: Mike Isaacs, Airport Director 

misaacs@golws.com or 208.748.9132 
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